**Special Situation Bar Codes**

**BCMA Specific Special Situation Bar Codes**

These barcodes may be useful for adding comments and notations to medication administration documentation. They may be scanned and will insert the appropriate information into the electronic Medication Administration Record.

Local barcodes for special and/or local needs may also be created.

This sheet may be printed and kept with scanning equipment for easy access.

**BCMA Comments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barcode</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Barcode](image1) | **INSULIN GIVEN BY POLICY**  
Given by policy for insulin supplemental scale coverage. |
| ![Barcode](image2) | **GIVEN LATE -- MED UNAVAILABLE**  
Medication given late, medication unavailable earlier. |
| ![Barcode](image3) | **MED GIVEN EARLY**  
Medication given early at patient request. |
| ![Barcode](image4) | **MED NOT SCANNED -- GIVEN TO PT OFF WARD**  
Medication not scanned when given. Taken to patient off ward. Five rights used. |
| ![Barcode](image5) | **MED SCANNED -- GIVEN TO PT OFF WARD**  
Medication given late patient off ward. |
| ![Barcode](image6) | **GIVEN LATER PER PT REQUEST**  
Medication given late at patient request. |
| ![Barcode](image7) | **MED GIVEN LATER -- PT REFUSED EARLIER**  
Medication given late, patient had refused earlier. |
| ![Barcode](image8) | **NO BOWEL MOVEMENT**  
No bowel movement, patient has positive bowel sounds on auscultation. |
Special Situation Bar Codes

PAIN SCORE WITH ASSESSMENT TIME

Pain in (_) decreased to_/10 from_/10 when reassessed @

GIVEN PER CIWA-AR

Given per CIWA-AR protocol score (_). Refer to progress note.

LPN and RN Bar Codes

1 DROP
2 DROPS
THIN FILM
THIN LAYER APPLIED
1 INHALATION
2 INHALATIONS
PATIENT'S REQUEST
MED NOT AVAILABLE
1 PACKET
2 PACKETS
NAUSEA
VOMITING
1 PUFF
2 PUFFS
TREATMENT INEFFECTIVE
TREATMENT EFFECTIVE
5000 UNITS
3 ML FLUSH
IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
DIALYSIS
UNIT DOSE
SMALL AMOUNT
FOOD TRAY HAS NOT ARRIVED
OFF UNIT
APPLIED LIBERALLY
APPLIED LIGHTLY
BLOOD PRESSURE OUTSIDE ORDERED PARAMETER
PATIENT DISCHARGED
DAB
SPARINGLY
PROCEDURE